FedEx Wine Shipping Approval Process

Take a few minutes to apply for approval to ship wine via FedEx services. Once you do, you’ll be able to offer customers across the country delivery options tailor-made to fit their busy and unpredictable schedules. It’s easy to get started in three simple steps.

1. Have a valid FedEx account number.
   - Don’t have a number? You can create one at the New Customer Center.
   - Use your number to enroll in the FedEx alcohol shipping program. Your account executive can help you start the process. Or call 1.800.GoFedEx 1.800.463.3339.

2. Sign the FedEx Alcohol Shipping agreement.
   - Obtain the correct documentation from your account executive or call 1.800.GoFedEx 1.800.463.3339.

3. Start shipping!
   Be sure to follow these wine shipping regulations.
   - Use an approved electronic shipping solution to create your shipping labels.
   - Meet FedEx wine packaging requirements. Learn more or call FedEx Packaging Services at 1.800.633.7019.
   - Request the Adult Signature Required option for all deliveries.
   - Identify your wine shipment with the correct alcohol shipping labels.

Note: Some states restrict consumer off-site purchases. For a list of states that FedEx can transport off-site purchases to, see the FedEx Wine Shipping State Pairing Guide. The shipper is responsible for compliance with laws and regulations applicable to its alcohol shipments.

Start your growing season right now.
Contact your FedEx account executive to help you with the authorization process. Don’t have an assigned account executive? Call FedEx Customer Service at 1.800.GoFedEx 1.800.463.3339.